**CVV Words eBooks:**

aw – jaw, law, paw, raw, saw, claw, draw  
ay – day, hay, lay, May, pay, ray, say, way, gray, play, tray  
ea – pea, sea, tea, flea  
ee – bee, tee, flee, free, glee, tree  
ew – dew, few, new, blew, chew, drew, flew, grew, stew  
ie – die, lie, pie, tie  
oe – doe, hoe, Joe, toe  
oo – boo, goo, moo, zoo, shoo  
ow – cow, now, pow, wow, brow, plow  
ow – bow, low, mow, row, tow, blow, crow, flow, glow, grow, show, slow, snow  
oy – boy, joy, toy, Troy  
ue – cue, Sue, blue, clue, glue, true

**CVVC Words eBooks:**

aid – maid, laid, paid, braid  
ail – hail, jail, mail, nail, pail, rail, sail, tail, wail, snail, trail  
ain – gain, pain, rain, brain, chain, drain, grain, plain, stain, train  
ait – bait, wait, plait  
aul – haul, Paul, Saul  
awl – bawl, crawl, shawl  
awn – dawn, fawn, lawn, pawn, yawn, drawn, prawn, spawn  
ead – bead, lead, read  
ead – head, read, bread, tread  
eak – beak, leak, peak, sneak, speak  
eal – deal, heal, meal, seal, teal, steal  
eam – beam, seam, team, cream, dream, steam  
ean – bean, Jean, lean, mean, clean  
eap – heap, leap, reap, cheap  
eat – beat, heat, neat, seat, bleat, cleat, pleat, treat, wheat  
eed – feed, reed, seed, weed, bleed, speed, steed  
eek – leek, peek, reek, seek, week, cheek, creek  
eel – feel, heel, peel, reel, steel, wheel  
een – seen, teen, green  
eep – beep, deep, jeep, weep, cheep, creep, sheep, sleep, steep, sweep  
eet – beet, feet, meet, greet, sheet, sleet, sweet, tweet  
ein – rein, vein, Zein  
ief – brief, chief, thief  
oad – load, road, toad  
oal – coal, foal, goal, shoal  
oat – boat, coat, goat, float
CVVC Words eBooks (continued):

oil – boil, coil, foil, soil, spoil
ood – good, hood, wood, stood
ood – food, mood, brood
oof – goof, poof, roof, proof
ook – book, cook, hook, rook, took, shook
ool – cool, fool, pool, tool, spool, stool
oom – boom, room, zoom, bloom, broom, groom, vroom
oon – loon, moon, noon, soon, spoon
oop – hoop, loop, droop, scoop, snoop, stoop, swoop, whoop
oot – boot, hoot, loot, root, toot, scoot, shoot
oud – loud, cloud, proud
out – pout, scout, shout, snout, spout, trout
owl – fowl, howl, growl, prowl, scowl
own – down, gown, town, brown, clown, crown, frown
own – blown, flown, grown, shown
uit – suit, fruit

Mixes by Sound:

ai – Mix 1: gain, plait, nail, brain, maid, train, jail, drain, wait, rail, grain, tail, pain, snail
ai – Mix 2: paid, hail, chain, bait, pail, stain, laid, wail, plain, sail, braid, mail, rain, trail
aw – Mix 1: lawn, paw, crawl, saw, yawn, hawk, draw, fawn, jaw, prawn
aw – Mix 2: drawn, bawl, raw, spawn, claw, dawn, shawl, law, pawn
ea – Mix 1: tea, leap, seam, treat, beak, clean, meal, seat, cheap, peak, dream, neat, lead, steal, bean
nea – Mix 3: speak, heal, jean, beat, cream, sea, teal, mean, leak, pleat, bead, steam, heat, reap
ee – Mix 1: weed, creek, feel, sweep, bee, meet, steel, teen, cheep, leek, sheet, jeep, free, seed, weep, peel
ee – Mix 2: speed, tree, beep, sleet, reed, cheek, steep, heel, tweet, seek, flee, green, beet, sheep, peek, wheel
ee – Mix 3: glee, steed, reek, deep, greet, seen, tee, sleep, feed, reel, sweet, week, bleed, creep, feet
ei – Mix 1: vein, Zein, veil, rein
oa – Mix 1: load, boat, shoal, foam, toad, soap, float, coal, groan, loaf, road, goal, coat, soak, foal, goat
oi – Mix 1: soil, coil, join, boil, spoil, coin, foil
oo – Mix 1: shook, wood, hoof, book, soot, hook, good, cook, stood, rook, wool, hood, took, woof
oo – Mix 2: tool, scoop, room, food, shoot, loon, hoop, bloom, toot, poof, stoop, moo, brood, soon, root
Mixes by Sound (continued):

**oo** – Mix 3: boo, mood, scoot, fool, zoom, spoon, loot, goo, swoop, boot, roof, stool, noon, broom, pool

**ou** – Mix 1: trout, cloud, spout, loud, shout, pout, scout, proud, snout

**ow** – Mix 1: frown, wow, clown, howl, brown, plow, scowl, now, crowd, gown

**ow** – Mix 2: brow, fowl, crown, pow, growl, town, cow, down, prowl

**ow** – Mix 1: mow, shown, crow, flow, bow, grown, tow, snow, glow

**ow** – Mix 2: bowl, row, flown, show, blow, grow, low, slow, blown

**Sound Mixes:**

**ai, ay & ei** – Mix 1: wail, May, pain, veil, say, hail, brain, laid, snail, play, Zein, rail, plait, day, train

**ai, ay & ei** – Mix 2: tray, chain, maid, pail, lay, bait, gain, trail, pay, drain, nail, rein, way, plain

**ai, ay & ei** – Mix 3: vein, sail, hay, rain, paid, jail, braid, gray, wait, stain, tail, grain, ray, mail

**au & aw** – Mix 1: Saul, yawn, draw, hawk, crawl, lawn, jaw, Paul, spawn, raw, bawl, pawn, claw, haul, fawn

**ea, ee & ie** – Mix 1: heel, steam, teen, chief, glee, sea, tweet, peak, sleep, beet, leap, steed, bleat, feed, teal, creek

**ea, ee & ie** – Mix 2: cleat, jeep, speak, weed, dream, lean, peek, thief, sweep, heap, cheek, flea, steal, neat, tree, beam

**ea, ee & ie** – Mix 3: green, seam, brief, leak, creep, meat, deep, wheat, reek, seal, tee, bead, sheet, heal, clean, speed

**ea, ee & ie** – Mix 4: reap, sleet, beat, leek, sheep, jean, seed, tea, sneek, meet, chief, feel, beak, please, reed, cream

**ea, ee & ie** – Mix 5: pea, wheel, mean, beep, steal, thief, read, greet, bean, cheep, heat, seek, free, peel, treat, weep

**ea, ee & ie** – Mix 6: brief, reel, lead, sweet, week, cheap, meal, bleed, sat, flee, steep, team feet, seen, deal, bee

**ew, oo, ue & ui** – Mix 1: vroom, loon, proof, blue, snoop, tool, chew, droop, fruit, spool, goo, boom, dew, root, food, stew

**ew, oo, ue & ui** – Mix 2: suit, goof, clue, soon, moo, brood, swoop, hoot, pool, flew, stool, zoom, new, loop, toot, bloom

**ew, oo, ue & ui** – Mix 3: few, shoot, moon, glue, whoop, boo, room, fruit, cool, shoo, drew, poof, scoop, boot, groom, cue

**ew, oo, ue & ui** – Mix 4: true, mood, stoop, noon, loot, spook, broom, grew, fool, spoon, roof Sue, hoop, blew, zoo, scoot

**oa, oe & ow** – Mix 1: groan, toe, foal, show, boat, mow, road, glow, doe, soak, blown, goat, crow

**oa, oe & ow** – Mix 2: hoe, slow, coat, flown, toad, bowl, low, shoal, grow, loaf, tow, foam, shown

**oa, oe & ow** – Mix 3: flow, coal, bow, Joe, grown, snow, float, goal, row, soap, blow, load
Sound Mixes (continued):

oi & oy – Mix 1: coil, joy, spoil, Troy, boil, coin, foil, toy, soil, boy, join
ou & ow – Mix 1: prowl, gown, shout, now, crown, loud, pout, fowl, snout, brown, cow, proud, scowl, town
ou & ow – Mix 2: wow, spout, clown, plow, trout, howl, cloud, brow, frown, pow, crowd, down, scout, growl

Random Mixes:

Mix 1 – toot, lie, sneak, float, haul, teen, zoo, cleat, rail, sleep, goof, proud, feed, bow, mean
Mix 2 – dream, beet, crown, zoom, suit, tread, glow, yawn, bloom, chew, play, steed, rook, tea, brain
Mix 3 – now, jean, Troy, goo, stain, flee, coal, bread, moon, wheel, shout, hail, blown, swoop, read
Mix 4 – load, seat, boo, green, shawl, room, tray, lean, scout, food, chain, peak, doe, snoop, brow
Mix 5 – stew, greet, dawn, leap, fool, cloud, bee, snail, tie, vroom, heal, crow, seed, pay, wood
Mix 6 – grain, toad, day, flown, heap, coil, spout, tee, blue, rein, loot, glee, crowd, saw, peek
Mix 7 – head, stool, vein, weep, pawn, show, beam, clue, speed, rain, wool, sea, gray, town, soak
Mix 8 – veil, wow, droop, heel, prawn, Joe, laid, sweep, road, pout, treat, bowl, cue, seal, mood
Mix 9 – clean, took, reed, low, poof, deal, hay, groan, down, sail, Paul, beat, die, shoo, meet
Mix 10 – loop, reek, shoal, Zeln, hoot, boy, steam, frown, pail, jaw, cheep, moo, trout, leak, fruit
Mix 11 – spawn, boat, loon, team, howl, stood, plain, dew, feel, scoop, grown, claw, wait, brood, creep
Mix 12 – meat, tweet, lay, good, clown, beep, Saul, loud, proof, mow, speak, coat, pie, drew, tail
Mix 13 – whoop, paid, fowl, creek, Sue, boil, sheep, toe, lead, plow, goat, braid, draw, spool, reap
Mix 14 – say, reel, foil, cream, blew, gain, soap, weed, groom, fawn, sheet, tow, spook, pea, brown
Mix 15 – tree, drawn, hoop, seek, joy, plait, book, flew, snout, nail, pow, spoon, bean, foal, slow
Mix 16 – trail, woof, steep, hawk, loaf, flea, shoot, ray, prowl, join, seam, blow, leek, cool, pleat
Mix 17 – growl, sleet, pain, true, bleed, way, meal, broom, lawn, shook, cheap, flow, spoil, jeep, pool
Mix 18 – few, teal, boot, snow, mail, seen, toy, goal, wheat, hood, scowl, paw, noon, cheek, bait
Random Mixes (continued):

Mix 19 – foam, root, beak, cow, train, hoof, week, raw, soil, boom, grew, steel, jail, cook, heat
Mix 20 – coin, stoop, feet, grown, law, roof, steal, glue, wail, deep, row, hook, crawl, bleat, May
Mix 21 – shown, maid, neat, free, scoop, gown, bead, hoe, soot, peel, new, drain, grow, sweet, tool

Themed Mixes:

Adjectives – blue, brown, cheap, cool, good, gray, green, loud, low, mean, neat, new, plain, proud, raw, slow, steep, teal
Animal Body Parts – beak, claw, hoof, paw, snout, tail
Animal Sounds – bleat, cheep, growl, hoot, howl, moo, tweet, woof
Animals – bee, cow, crow, doe, fawn, foal, fowl, goat, hawk, loon, prawn, sheep, snail, toad, trout
Body Parts – brain, brow, cheek, feet, head, heel, jaw, toe
Building Supplies – nail, saw, tool, wood
Clothes – boot, coat, gown, shawl, suit, tie, veil
Food – bean, beet, bread, fruit, leak, meal, meat, pea, pie, stew, treat
House – bowl, broom, drain, lawn, rail, roof, room, seat, soap, spoon, stool, stoop, tray
Outdoors – creek, dew, moon, reed, root, sea, seed, soil, weed
People – boy, clown, groom, maid, scout, teen
Sounds – beep, boom, toot, vroom
Sports Equipment – cleat, hoop, tee
Transportation – boat, jeep, train
Verbs Mix 1 – chew, dream, float, gain, leak, lie, mow, play, reap, scoot, shout, sneak, sweep, wait, yawn, zoom
Verbs Mix 2 – boil, cook, creep, droop, heal, lay, lean, prowl, seek, shoo, soak, speak, swoop, tow, wail
Verbs Mix 3 – beat, bloom, clean, draw, feed, flee, glow, groan, leap, peek, read, say, scowl, shoot, spoil, weep
Verbs Mix 4 – bleed, blow, crawl, deal, frown, greet, grow, haul, join, lead, meet, pay, sail, sleep, snoop, steal
Verbs Mix 5 – blew, drew, flew, grew, laid, paid, read, shook, stood, took
Weather – cloud, hail, rain, sleet, snow